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Alone

Cold War
August 16, 2018

Winter arrives in full force, testing the final participants like never before. Despite the elements, they’re
determined to fight through the brutal cold, endless snow, and punishing hunger to win the $500,000
prize. While they all push through to their limits, at the end, only one remains.

The Amazing Race

Who Wants A Rolex?
May 22, 2019

The Amazing Race makes a first ever trip to Uganda, where a massive market causes confusion and a
labor intensive challenge on the shores of Lake Victoria exhausts teams before they battle in a Ugandan
themed head-to-head competition ending in elimination.

America's Got Talent

Series Body Of Work
May 28, 2018

Welcoming acts of any age and any talent, America’s Got Talent has remained the number one show of
the summer for 13 straight seasons.

American Idol

Episode #205
March 18, 2019

Music industry legends and all-star judges Katy Perry, Lionel Richie and Luke Bryan travel the country
between Los Angeles, New York, Denver and Louisville where incredibly talented hopefuls audition for a
chance to win the coveted Golden Ticket to Hollywood in the search for the next American Idol.

American Ninja Warrior

Series Body Of Work
July 09, 2018

American Ninja Warrior brings together men and women from all across the country, and follows them
as they try to conquer the world’s toughest obstacle courses.



Antiques Roadshow

Ca' d'Zan, Hour 1
January 28, 2019

Antiques Roadshow transports audiences across the country to search for America’s true hidden
treasure: the stories of our collective history. Join leading antiques specialists as they reveal the
captivating truths about family heirlooms and attic discoveries, and for the first season ever visit
entirely distinctive, historic venues—indoors and out.

Band Together With Logic

March 15, 2019

Award-winning rapper and producer, Logic opens up his creative process like never before and invites
the world to collaborate with him on an original song and music video.

Beat Bobby Flay

Choc-O-Love
February 14, 2019

Food Network's Alton Brown and Valerie Bertinelli don't want a rocky road on the way to beating Bobby
Flay. They use their chocolate expertise to decide whether acclaimed pastry chef David Lebovitz or chef-
of-all-trades Ryan Scott will be able to melt the master.

Beat Shazam

DJ's Big Win
June 19, 2018

Inspired by the music-identification app, Beat Shazam features teams of players racing the clock to
identify hit songs. The team with the best score then goes up against Shazam for the chance to win a
cash prize.

Big Brother

Series Body Of Work
July 22, 2018

Big Brother follows a group of people living together in a house outfitted with dozens of high-definition
cameras and microphones recording their every move, 24 hours a day. Each week, the Houseguests will
vote someone out. At the end, the last remaining Houseguest will receive the grand prize of $500,000.

Bong Appétit: Cook Off

Joint Effort
May 21, 2019

Two pairs of husband/wife teams compete to see who's best at combining high-end cooking with high-
end cannabis. Comedian Doug Benson guest judges.

Bong Appétit: Cook Off

PoT Chef
April 07, 2019

Music legend George Clinton brings the funk, B Real, confectioner Vanessa Lavorato and Chef Miguel
Trinidad bring the weed, and Top Chef alums Dale Talde, Janine Booth and Kevin Gillespie bring infused
meals in a clash of cannabis cooking novices.



Castaways

Series Body Of Work
September 11, 2018

Twelve individuals are dropped alone throughout various islets in Indonesia and challenged to survive
among washed-up luggage, scattered resources, and abandoned structures. The only way to leave the
remote islands is to persevere long enough to be rescued or to quit.

Celebrity Family Feud

Episode #405
July 15, 2018

Celebrity Family Feud’s Steve Harvey, the highly popular game show host, pits celebrities and their
families against each other in a contest to name the most popular responses to a survey-type question
posed to 100 people. The celebrity teams competing include Sherri Shepherd, Ian Ziering, Tommy Chong
& Derek Fisher.

The Challenge: War Of The Worlds

Ep. 3313
May 01, 2019

Two men compete in the infamous and brutal elimination, Hall Brawl. Players must face their worst fears
during the turbulent challenge Crash Landing where two winning players will soar directly to the Finals.
Turbo seeks vengeance on Dee and Ninja.

Chopped

Bowled Over
June 21, 2018

For the first basket, new judge Martha Stewart brings a surprise from her garden. In Round Two, the
chefs make a nostalgic canned food balance with an Indian condiment in their entree bowls. The
remaining two create dessert bowls made from an Italian syrup and a candied treat.

Christmas Cookie Challenge

Colorful Christmas
December 17, 2018

Five fantastic cookie makers are challenged to create cookies perfect for a Christmas in the tropics. It's
full steam ahead as these cookie engineers race for the $10,000 prize.

Dating Around

Gurki
February 14, 2019

Dating Around takes an honest and compelling look at the real world of dating. In this episode, fiercely
independent Gurki is eager to open up about divorce, until one date radically challenges her candor. Will
she back down or speak her mind?

Dating Around

Leonard
February 14, 2019

What does love look like after loss? Sweet and sophisticated widower Leonard is ready to find out -- and
try his hand at an impromptu dance lesson.



Death By Magic

Detroit: Death By Audience
November 30, 2018

After delighting Motown singers with sleight of hand, Drummond lets his audience make a choice that
could bring a car crashing down on his head.

Face Off

Series Body Of Work
July 31, 2018 - August 07, 2018

Twelve artists return for the final season's new Battle Royale format, where they must use their
creativity and make-up skills to create monsters, aliens, demons, forest creatures, sea-monsters,
vampires, and more. With $100,000 on the line, the finalists produce Alice & Wonderland characters to
star in an original short film.

The Final Table

Series Body Of Work
November 20, 2018

It's sausage-making time as Cat Deeley, Gary Lineker and Jay Rayner order up an English breakfast.
Chef Clare Smyth puts a humble veggie center stage.

Fix My Brand With Ali Craig

Runaway Hit Reality TV Show Garners 6.2 Million Views And Counting
January 22, 2019

Entrepreneurs are changing the face of business. But let’s get real, working double the hours than a
corporate employee and making less than $50k a year - isn’t what we call making bank. Fix My Brand
With Ali Craig® is changing all of that.

Forged In Fire

Series Body Of Work
November 07, 2018

Four bladesmiths must create a slasher blade in an homage to horror films. Only two smiths survive a
frightening round of tests and return home to recreate the menacing Grim Reaper's Scythe. Whose
weapon will silence the competition, earning $10,000 and the title of Forged in Fire Champion?

Garage Squad

A Farm Girl's Beloved Truck
September 19, 2018

Having fallen in love with a beat-up 1978 Chevy K20 as a teenager, this farm girl knew she had to have
it. After a tough year, can the Garage Squad help her and her truck start a new chapter in life?

The Great Christmas Light Fight

Episode #6.3
December 03, 2018

Families compete in the first-ever Heavyweights episode, featuring displays that have grown too large
for any home. Judge Carter Oosterhouse decides who will win $50,000 and the coveted Light Fight
trophy.



Haunted

The Slaughterhouse
October 19, 2018

Two sisters grow up scared and alone in a real life house of horrors, where their sadistic father does
unspeakable things.

Hell's Kitchen

Series Body Of Work
November 16, 2018

For its eighteenth season, Hell’s Kitchen returns with a twist: pitting veteran contestants against
rookies. For the first time in Hell's Kitchen history, eight accomplished chefs who have competed in
previous seasons – and lost – will be brought back for a shot at redemption.

The $100,000 Pyramid

Leslie Jones Vs. Julie Bowen And Debra Messing Vs. Mario Cantone
June 10, 2018

Actress and comedian Leslie Jones competes against actress Julie Bowen. In game two, actress Debra
Messing faces off with actor-comedian Mario Cantone with hopes of making it to the winner's circle and
the ultimate prize of $100,000.

Lip Sync Battle

Queer Eye
January 17, 2019

It's a Fab Five-way LSB throwdown as Queer Eye guys Karamo Brown and Jonathan Van Ness battle
costars Antoni Porowski, Tan France and Bobby Berk for the championship belt.

Lip Sync Battle Shorties

Havana Block Party; Mardi Gras Celebration; Basketball Court Get Down
October 19, 2018

The Shorties sync it up to the biggest hits from Camila Cabello, OMI and Katy Perry; the performances
are reminiscent of a Havana block party, a Mardi Gras celebration and a basketball-themed dance.

Making It

Meet Your Makers
July 31, 2018

Amy Poehler and Nick Offerman reunite for a unique competition that celebrates the hugely popular DIY
make movement that’s taken the country by storm, by bringing together eight of the best craftspeople
from across the country to compete in one-of-a-kind challenges in hopes to be crowned Master Maker.

The Masked Singer

Mask On Face Off
January 02, 2019

The first six undercover celebrity singers -- peacock, hippo, monster, unicorn, deer and lion -- face off
against one another in elaborate head-to-toe costumes.



Match Game

Episode #407
January 23, 2019

Hosted by Alec Baldwin, Match Game is an 11+ multi-cam series of bawdy and irreverent fun! Each
episode covers four contestants and six celebrities in a game of fill-in-the-missing-blank, while
celebrating the finest of sharp-witted shenanigans primetime game can offer.

Million Dollar Mile

Series Body Of Work
April 03, 2019

Contestants compete to win $1,000,000 by running the Million Dollar Mile, all while being chased by an
elite athlete charged with protecting the money. Tim Tebow, former NFL quarterback, hosts. Matt Money
Smith, voice of the L.A. Chargers play-by-play, and Maria Taylor, ESPN host and reporter, serve as
commentators.

My 600-lb Life: Where Are They Now?

Series Body Of Work
July 25, 2018

This finale chronicles the 3rd year of weight-loss journeys for Sean & Dottie. After his mother dies and
Hurricane Harvey destroys all of his belongings, Sean loses all of his former progress. Despite Dottie
losing enough weight to get skin removal surgery, she must overcome new health and family issues.

Nailed It!

3...2...1, Ya Done!
December 07, 2018

Three Nailed It! fan favorites return to ring in the new year with a crumbling resolution cookie and a
tipsy-turvy cake with four tiers.

Penn & Teller: Fool Us

Penn The Magic Dragon
June 25, 2018

Magicians from around the world travel to Las Vegas and perform their own tricks in an attempt to fool
the masters of magic: Penn & Teller. Taped live in front of a theater audience, all performances are shot
in one take.

Project Runway

Survive In Style
April 04, 2019

The designers are whisked away from their urban creature comforts for a camping trip and challenged
to create survival chic looks while embracing the wilderness. Their work room, the accessories wall and
the runway itself have all been moved to the woods for this unconventional materials challenge like
never before.



Project Runway All Stars

Of Corsets Fashion
January 23, 2019

International All Stars create outerwear from underwear by transforming corsets into runway looks:
Rebecca Minkoff and Olivia Culpo guest judge.

Queer Eye

Series Body Of Work
June 15, 2018

Grab some tissues! The Fab Five serve up hip tips, emotionally charged makeovers and heartfelt reveals
that bring out all the feels.

RuPaul's Drag Race

Series Body Of Work
May 16, 2019

The queens must write and record a verse in a performance of RuPaul’s hit single "Queens Everywhere,"
and guest on RuPaul’s podcast with Michelle Visage. Choreographer Todrick Hall, style superstar Carson
Kressley and the hilarious Ross Mathews guest judge.

RuPaul's Drag Race: All Stars 4

Jersey Justice
January 04, 2019

The All Stars get into character as litigants on an unscripted courtroom parody with New Jersey Justice
Michelle Visage. Zoe Kravitz and Erica Ash sit in as guest judges. Runway theme Swerves and Curves.

Shark Tank

Series Body Of Work
October 21, 2018

In an emotional pitch, siblings from New York present an invention by their late father, a NYC firefighter
whose dream was to pitch on Shark Tank but passed away before he could realize it. All five Sharks
make a rare decision to invest and donate all proceeds to charity.

So You Think You Can Dance

Series Body Of Work
June 04, 2018

So You Think You Can Dance starts the audition process in Los Angeles California with our expert panel
of judges as they seek to find America's favorite dancer. Each contestant shows off their best moves as
viewers are treated to a wide variety of dance styles.

Sugar Rush

Frosted Fashion
July 13, 2018

Fashion-forward challenges force the frazzled contestants to think outside the box. Guest judge:
clothing designer Betsey Johnson.



Survivor

Appearances Are deceiving
September 26, 2018

Season 37 is inspired by a classic theme, David vs Goliath. A sliding puzzle algorithm leads to an
improbable victory in the opening challenge. Love is in the air at one of the tribe camps and a choppy
boat ride leads to a medical evacuation.

T-Pain's School Of Business

Remix Everything
October 16, 2018

T-Pain eats noodles from the world’s first healthy instant ramen company, tastes weed wine from an
unconventional winemaker and creates a new song with the musical instrument of the future.

Tidying Up With Marie Kondo

Sparking Joy After A Loss
January 01, 2019

A grieving widow gets a fresh start as she learns how to properly store her purses, make a memory box
and say goodbye to the things she no longer needs.

The Titan Games

The Titan Games Trials 2
January 10, 2019

The competition continues with competitors pushing their bodies to the limit by battling opponents in
unforgiving head-to-head challenges, designed by Dwayne Johnson.

To Tell The Truth

Episode #305
June 17, 2018

Mel Brooks, Bill Hader, Joel McHale, and Natasha Leggero make up the celebrity panel that must
determine whether strangers are lying or telling the truth. The panel of strangers include a person who
was accepted into all eight Ivy League schools, a record-breaking headbanger, and an award-winning
lint artist.

To Tell The Truth

Episode #306
August 26, 2018

Hosted by Anthony Anderson, To Tell the Truth is a funny re-imagination of the game show first airing in
1956. Sherri Shepherd, Lauren Ash, Curtis Stone and Joshua Malina make up the celebrity panel tasked
with guessing who is sworn to tell the truth and who may be deceiving them.

Top Chef

The Greatest
February 14, 2019

Top Chef can’t go to Kentucky without taking a turn at fried chicken. Chef Art Smith guests judges a
secret herbs and spices blind taste test ahead of the Quickfire fry-off. After, the Chefs turn their
attention to another Kentucky legend, the Louisville Lip, boxer and philanthropist Muhammad Ali.



The Voice

Series Body Of Work
September 24, 2018

Jennifer Hudson and Kelly Clarkson return to battle Adam Levine and Blake Shelton to find America's
best singing talent on season 15's Blind Audition season premiere!

Who Do You Think You Are?

Regina King
December 17, 2018

From the roots of the deep south to Scottish castles, Who Do You Think You Are? follows the emotional
journeys of some of the most well-known names in popular culture as they discover unknown details
about themselves and their families.

End of Category



Outstanding Picture Editing For An Unstructured Reality Program

Alaska: The Last Frontier

A Predator Strikes
October 14, 2018

It’s early Spring on the homestead. Otto and Charlotte defend against the homestead's first predator
attacks. Atz Lee and Jane travel to Lake Louise to catch massive lake trout. Atz Sr. renovates his new
floating homestead. Eve takes on more work as husband Eivin recovers from a broken rib.

The American Farm

Betting The Farm
April 04, 2019

As spring arrives, hard-working family farms across the United States gamble everything they have,
fighting to stay in business, and stay together. The real-life struggle of men and women who put food on
our tables begins each year by going deep in debt on new land, equipment and livestock.

Below Deck

Let Them Eat Chicken!
December 11, 2018

The aftermath of Ashton’s accident has the entire crew shaken up, especially Captain Lee. While the
deck crew is on edge with a man down, Laura struggles to fall in line with her third stew role and her
boss Kate. Adrian’s decision to make comforting food for the guest’s backfires.

Born This Way

Series Body Of Work
September 05, 2018

Cristina and Angel’s wedding date quickly approaches; A nervous Cristina reaffirms her commitment to
Angel by surprising him with a gift, while Angel takes lessons on being a good husband and prepares to
move in with Cristina; And finally, the big day arrives.

The Curse Of Oak Island

Series Body Of Work
January 15, 2019

The massive excavation at Smith’s Cove continues as Rick and Marty Lagina make incredible new
discoveries on Oak Island and on a neighboring island as well.

Dancing Queen

Series Body Of Work
October 05, 2018

Dancing Queen goes inside the world of Justin Johnson-aka Drag Superstar Alyssa Edwards-as he
juggles his dance life, drag life, family life, and love life. The series goes behind the makeup and into the
drag performer’s highly-competitive dance company as he prepares a young class for another season.



Deadliest Catch

Battle Of Kings
April 09, 2019

A new boat enters Dutch Harbor and is rumored to know the spot where over a billion in king crabs are
located. The rest of the fleet is left on the outside willing to do anything to get in on the score.

Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives

Italian, Hawaiian & Colombian
June 29, 2018

Guy Fieri's digging into a multicultural flavorfest. In Hawaii, a poke place knocking it out of the park with
their island specialties. In San Carlos, Calif., a crazy Italian spot putting tasty twists on their homemade
pasta. Plus, in Miami, a Latin joint servin' up killer Colombian specialties.

Dopesick Nation

Death Rattle
October 10, 2018

Frankie checks in on Chris, an addict who keeps lying about going to rehab; Allie undertakes a
dangerous and traumatizing rescue.

The Employables

Hire Intelligence
May 15, 2019

A&E's groundbreaking docuseries The Employables tells the stories of people with autism or Tourette
Syndrome as they battle to overcome unemployment. Each episode follows two jobseekers as they set
out to prove to potential employers that they have the skills to excel in the workplace.

F*ck That's Delicious

New Jersey Food (Drive)
July 07, 2018

Rap's greatest bon vivant, Action Bronson, with the help of his friends and collaborators head to New
Jersey to dine at the Garden State's finest family-owned eateries.

The First 48 Presents: Homicide Squad Atlanta

The Cooler
February 14, 2019

A DNA hit in the Fallen Angel murder investigation identifies a new suspect who was recently
imprisoned for murder—Christopher Spencer. Lowe investigates Spencer, travels to Arkansas to speak
with his family and goes to the prison where he is being held. Benton investigates the murder of a
young man.

Gold Rush

Fire And Ice
March 15, 2019

While on target for an $8.4-million-dollar season, Parker's wash plant catches fire. Rick and crew finish
their first mining season strong. Tony heads into the wilderness to find lost equipment and attempts to
get his ancient dredge up and running.



The Hunt For The Trump Tapes With Tom Arnold

Michael Cohen & Me
October 16, 2018

Tom makes headlines as he immerses himself in the news cycle after tweeting a selfie with Trump
attorney Michael Cohen, culminating into a string of bizarre cable news appearances.

Hustle

Jammed Up
February 10, 2019

Entrepreneurial wunderkind John Henry works with Ashley Sneed of Trade Street Jams to turn her small,
artisanal jam business into a profitable company with enough revenue to allow her to quit her day job.

Intervention

Jackie R.
June 12, 2018

Jackie had it all: a tight-knit family, a devoted husband, two beautiful sons, and a nursing career. But in
2015, her marriage dissolved, and after three wrecked cars and a DUI, she lost her RN license. Jackie
continues to drink, and her family and sons are helpless to save her.

Jailbirds

Series Body Of Work
May 10, 2019

When arrested, inmates have to change out of their outside clothes and assume the garb of Sacramento
County jail. We see a first-time inmate being processed as well as an inmate who thinks she’s leaving
and instead has to dress back into the orange clothes.

Just Another Immigrant

The Focus Group
June 29, 2018

When footage from the first few episodes is shown to a focus group, the feedback is difficult for Romesh
to swallow. Despite claiming it has had no impact Romesh starts treating his family very differently.

Just Another Immigrant

The Mom
June 22, 2018

Shanthi, Romesh's Sri Lankan mother, arrives in America and Romesh struggles with finding the time
that his mom, wife, children and Uncle all demand while still focusing on his career.

Just Another Immigrant

The Money Issue
June 22, 2018

The financial reality of supporting his family in Los Angeles whilst earning nothing hits home when
Romesh needs pay for a PR campaign. Romesh goes to some extreme measures to raise money in a
short time to fund an ad campaign for his impending comedy show at The Greek Theater.



Keeping Up With The Kardashians

The Betrayal
November 04, 2018

Khloé is blindsided by news about her relationship just days before her due date. Kim worries that
Khloé's delivery will fall on the day of her high-school reunion. Scott and Kendall team up to do some
extreme sports.

Klepper

Underground University
May 23, 2019

Jordan attends school with undocumented students, banned from enrolling in colleges in Georgia. At
Freedom U., latinx immigrants secretly attend classes, fighting the state's Board of Regents for their
right to an education. Jordan joins an act of civil disobedience, ending with a mugshot and a new
perspective on privilege.

Legends Of The Lost With Megan Fox

Viking Women Warriors
December 04, 2018

Actress Megan Fox journeys to Scandinavia to investigate a bold new theory that powerful female
warriors helped the Viking hordes become the most feared army of their time. For centuries, historians
believed that Viking men led the charge, but new archaeological discoveries shatter these long-held
beliefs.

Life Below Zero

Cost Of Winter
February 19, 2019

As the days grow shorter in the Arctic, Alaskans prepare for the harsh battle ahead.

Magic For Humans

Guilt
August 17, 2018

From baffling people on the street to orchestrating elaborate tricks, Justin Willman blends good-natured
magic with grown-up laughs.

Mexican Dynasties

Love Is In The Air - Episode 106
April 02, 2019

Three dynasty families living in Mexico City have been connected to each other through a string of
personal and professional relationships for decades. These families challenge stereotypes and showcase
their over-the-top lifestyles, using humor and their hearts to overcome obstacles in their lives.



My 600-lb Life

Series Body Of Work
March 13, 2019

This 2-hour episode follows Jeanne, nearly 700 pounds and on the verge of death, and her year-long
journey to confront a lifelong addiction to food. Despite desperate attempts to lose weight under Dr.
Now's care, her unhygienic life-style, mother's health issues, and father's sudden death are too much to
overcome.

Naked And Afraid

Threesome
March 17, 2019

In the Itamandi Region of Ecuador two newly acquainted survivalists get an unexpected surprise - a
third member of the team joins. Will there be safety in numbers or will the three way human dynamic
end in disaster?

Nightwatch Nation

We Are Nightwatch Nation
October 25, 2018

On the season finale of Nightwatch Nation, EMT’s across the nation go above and beyond to try and save
lives while making a lasting impact on the communities they serve.

The Real Housewives Of New York City

Shalloween
May 08, 2019

The Real Housewives of New York City show a dynamic group of women supporting and challenging each
other in one of the most competitive cities in the world. They surprise, entertain and unabashedly reveal
all bringing us alongside as they work through sobriety, infidelity, motherhood, aging and losing loved
ones.

Returning The Favor

Saving Our Veterans
November 27, 2018

Returning the Favor follows host Mike Rowe as he travels the country searching for remarkable people
making a difference in their communities and pays it forward. Mike meets Ann Rudisill, a spitfire
Vietnam Veteran who started Downriver for Veterans, an organization that provides assistance to local
veterans in Wyandotte, Michigan.

Ride With Norman Reedus

Bay Area With Steve Yeun
February 17, 2019

Norman Reedus and Steven Yeun hit the Bay Area, navigating sprawling urban centers and lush green
countryside to meet a group of motorcycle legends.



RuPaul's Drag Race: Untucked

Series Body Of Work
April 04, 2019

After the Draglympics challenge, Yvie Oddly details her ankle injury, Silky Ganache and Plastique Tiara
spar over leftover wigs, and Adam Rippon and Mirai Nagasu drop in.

Slutever

Vagina Power
February 17, 2019

Pussy is undergoing a massive rebrand. Sex writer Karley Sciortino goes on a journey to find the true
meaning of pussy power, meets sex witches, a yoni alchemist, and a sex-positive feminist icon.

Somebody Feed Phil

Buenos Aires
July 06, 2018

Argentina delights Phil as he swoons over dulce de leche delicacies, wild boar choripán and divine cuts
of beef. Bonus: He tangos and rides a horse.

United Shades Of America With W. Kamau Bell

Hmong Americans And The Secret War
May 12, 2019

Kamau meets members of the Hmong community brought here after the Secret War forced their
expulsion from Laos and learns the multi-generational stories of loss, perseverance and hope that make
up their American journey.

Unprotected Sets

Portland: Becky Braunstein
November 09, 2018

As an Alaskan Jew, she has hilarious stories of how bizarre it is to live in the Last Frontier while still
trying to observe the Sabbath. After an unexpected life change, she made the move from Alaska to
Portland and now she’s taking the Portland comedy scene by storm.

End of Category


